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ABSTRACT: The X Internet i.e. executable and extendable, exceed services of internet: The purpose of it to 

change people interaction in easy and reliable way, X internet will have pervasive wireless connectivity and  It 

adds connectivity for physical objects via radio frequency identification(RFID), sensors and wireless 

networks. Creating a wealth of interaction between people and things and between things to other things by 

its new opportunities of intelligence as it takes full control of what information is shared and when. This new 

paradigm from practical and strategic perspectives is examined by authoritative and comprehensive. 

Excavates the legal aspects of using and creating new breed of internet applications that is, becoming critical 
to software development and system management. Intelligence applications that execute code near the user to 

create rich, engaging conversations via net. It works on peer-to-peer sensing in which devices and objects are 

part of global internet world. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The term X Internet dubbed in October 2000, by 

Forrester Research’s CEO, George F. Colony. X 

Internet stands for Executable and extended internet.X 

Internet comprises of two ideas, they termed “waves 

of innovation” : the “extended internet”, where 

Internet connectivity reaches beyond the traditional 

PC,and the “executable internet” act like software in 
terms of interactivity and of the moment user to 

internet communication.[1]. 

This Internet comes into generation of seamless 

mobility which increase coverage of wireless 

connectivity.X Internet enables connectivity between 

not just between people and their computing 

devices,but also between objects like 

windows,highways,bananas,appliances and more.The 

X Internet will transform lives and business in much 

more directed ways than the PCs or Internet.X systems 

are naturally heterogeneous.Data and function must be 

distributable across a variety of devices.[2]  X systems 

are collaborative systems in which intranet are a part 

of internet interacting with each other.It uses P2P(peer 

to peer),sometimes referred to as a darknet.Peer to 

peer has the potential to change today’s understanding 

of the relationship between source and site. X Internet 

offers several important advantages over the Web: 1) 

It rides Moore's Law -- the wide availability of cheap, 

powerful, low real-estate processing; 2) it leverages 

ever dear bandwidth -- once the connection is made, a 

small number of bits will be exchanged, unlike the 

Web where lots of pages are shuttled out to the client; 

and 3) X Internet will be far more peer-to-peer -- 

unlike the server-centric Web.[3] 

II. RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 

The X-Internet will depend on innovation across a 

wide range of technical fields. Many companies giving 

growth to X Internet by enhancing its technical levels. 

Motorola is designing and promoting the technical 

standards which enable X-Internet 
interoperability.Motorola works on several 

architectural elements for the success of X 

Internet.Elements like global standards,built-in 

intelligence,advanced data interpretation,exception 

based control,security and privacy and IPv6 

addressing are leading in these areas. 

A. Standards 

Open architecture based on global standards will 

be required for X-Internet devices from different 

vendors designed for many purposes to 

interoperate seamlessly across multiple 
bands,devices and countries.For creating a level 

playing field for vendors,Motorola is helping to 

design and promote the adoption of standards at all 

technical levels for interoperability.It increases the 

consumer rate as per standard 

increases.Someimplementation which works in its 

limit, don’t work in an open fashion are extended 

and executed.[4] 

B. Built in intelligence 

The three main intelligence features which makes 

devices faster and smarter are: 1)Rapid deployment 

et
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2)Self-management 3)Easy Reconfiguration.This 

intelligence is used at every level like processor 

architectures,routing technologies,programming 

languages,management protocols and applications. 

For example,In future,a home contains thousands 

of X-Internet nodes. Users require an easy way to 

configure all these nodes and reconfigure 

according to their needs.Due to multiple layers of 

intelligence complexity increases incredibly.But 

Motorola is working to reduce complexity in 

simply end user interaction.[4] 
C. Advanced Data Interpretation 

Motorola creates high level technical frameworks 

to allow diverse systems to share data,interpret it 

within context and use it in new ways.It requires 

new models for data distribution and 

aggregation,filtering and fusion,intelligence 

gathering and knowledge creation.[4]. 

 

D. Exception Based Control 

Exception based control manage most of your life 

automatically by X-Internet applications. The 

highest level of controlling is human interaction 

with systems while the systems take care of all the 

details. System should make intelligent 

observations about the user’s behaviour and 

surroundings, so that even exception-based control 

become less necessary over time. Motorola is the 

frontier industry which launch their applications 

and adapted by the user.[4] 

E. Security and privacy 

The deep and strong information present on global 

network needs security and privacy both by the 
new technologies implemented. Data like personal 

preferences,   affiliation, location, keys, etc. The 

X-Internet will require sophisticated new security 

technologies that leave consumers and companies 

full control of what information is shared and 

when. Its strategy is to make a wireless security 

foundation that secures communication in depth 

and end to end. Motorola believes that security and 

privacy controls must operate on two levels – 

enabling network infrastructure to be shared while 

preventing unauthorized users from controlling 

applications or accessing protected information [4]. 
F. IPv6 Addressing 

IP v6 is already making inroads on the Internet. It 

supports 4.3 billion IP addresses, which is less than 

one address for every person on the planet.  It supports 

128-bit addressing, potentially providing unique 

addresses . That’s more than one address for every 

atom in the earth’s continents and oceans. Although 

there’s no need to address individual atoms, IP v6 will 

allow addresses to be allocated in large blocks to avoid 

fragmentation, keep routing tables manageable, and 

simplify administration. Widespread adoption of IP v6 

will be essential for complete penetration of X-Internet 

technology. Motorola is a front-runner in the 

introduction of IPv6 along with IPv4 compatibility 

across all product categories [4]. 

 

III. ADVANTAGE AND APPLICATION 

 

1. ADVANTAGES OF X-INTERNET: 

 

A. X Internet reduces data transfer. 

B. Smart client device can process  code locally 

because processing logic is distributed 
between the server and client. 

C. It reduces size of executable applications as 

the size of a graphic file. 

D. X Internet extend the bandwidth limits. 

E. It connects physical objects to the internet via 

RFID,sensors and wireless networks. 

 

 

Fig. 1. George Colony, Navi Radjou, Eroica Howard, 

“The X Internet: Leveling the Playing Field for 

Businesses in Developing Nations” 

F. Product locations are identified by Radio 

Frequency Identification (RFID) tags. 

G. Information of the system working and its 

current position is detected by wireless 

sensors. 

H. Biometrics of X Internet are helpful  to 

identify trusted individuals.[ Connects 

physical objects to the Internet via RFID, 

sensors and wireless networks  
I. Radio frequency identification (RFID) tags 

are used to identify product location  

J. Wireless sensors detect and send condition 

information of the surroundings [5] 
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Vendors of  X Internet : 

 

EXECUTABLE 

INTERNET VENDORS 

WHAT THEY 

PROVIDE 

Hewlett-Packard, 

Microsoft, 

SunMicrosystems 

Java and Windows 

execution 

Platforms 

Altio, Consilient, Droplet, 

Eazel, 

Fourbit Group, Microsoft, 

NetGratus, Zaplet 

XML-based executable                                              

development platforms 

Curl Executable media 

language 

IBM, Microsoft, Ariba Machine-to-machine 

services locators 

American International 

Group, 

Dun & Bradstreet, 

eCredit.com 

Business services in the 

network 

 

 

EXTENDED INTERNET 

VENDORS 

WHAT THEY 

PROVIDE 

Dallas Semiconductor, 

DPL Group, 

Hewlett-Packard, 

Internet Telemetry, 

Medtronic, Motorola, 

NetBotz 

Internet-connected 

sensors 

NetAcquire, WhereNet, 
Echelon, Metricom 

Networks for collecting 
sensor data 

iVita, OnStar, 

Networkcar 

Extended Net 

applications and 

services 

  

[6] 

2. APPLICATION 

 

G. Product Lifecycle Management 

A Product is scored well when its service is upto 

the customer expectation.Mostly companies are 

using RFID tags at the pallet and on the product 

level to streamline the supply chain.For more 

easier and supported device,X-Internet adds 

smarter tracking capabilities to the devices of X 

Internet throughout their life cycle. 

H. Transportation 

Smart signals and sensors are already at work in 

many metropolitan areas, sending data and images 

back to a control centre where people can 

supervise signal timing, message displays, and 

other devices to improve traffic flow. In the X-

Internet world, these systems will be able to 

provide real-time crew status, vehicle density 

information in work areas and possible obstacles in 
a crew’s path to both the control centre and the 

dispatched crew — automatically and in near-real 

time. And the network will be able to communicate 

directly with drivers wherever they are, warning of 

dangers, providing estimated travel times 

suggesting the fastest possible routes given current 

conditions. 

I. Agriculture 

Some farmers uses remote sensing and control to 

manage irrigation for better growth in their 

fields.X-Internet will form wide area network 

throughout the entire field , forming a well-
matured control  over the entire process of 

farming.All different activities can be supervised 

easily and precisely such as water rates for the 

actual soil moisture,weeds with respect to the 

pesticides,fertilizing and harvesting can be 

scheduled by observing leaf colour and its growth 

level. 

J. SAFETY 

The X Internet can be the first responder    at site of 

an incident by extending building sensors,traffic 

controls, security cameras, vehicles, personal 
location and panic devices, public safety databases, 

and more — providing all the information public 

safety officials need, instantly and seamlessly.[7] 

IV. FUTURE OF X INTERNET 

Every offline businesses are trying to get a part of their 

value chain online.Google plans for 20 million 

businesses online by 2017 and trains over 2 million 

Indian developers in Android.With digital 

connectivity, the risks of cybercrimes increase.There 

are escalation in Internet scams and hacks, with 

Internet of things devices being most vulnerable,as 

they are the main sources of data.The RBI broadens 

new security policies and cyber crises management 

plans. [8]. 

The new paradigm of X Internet turns from digital 

to digital categorization.” Shodan  ”,an Internet of 

connected devices,a sort of search engine for the 

Internet of Things.It can search for any connected 

devices like refrigerators,buildings and webcams.A 

new project named “MatchMakerExchange” is an 

Internet of DNA matching the DNA from sick people 

around the world.”. This pen” can search any colour in 

the physical world and then it produces the necessary 
ink for drawing it in the right way.[9] 

There are few Internet of Sound(s) for fashioning 

the audio file system : 

Chirp app: sharing files over audio 

LISNR: sharing and searching over audio 

Tone: an experimental Chrome extension for instant 

file sharing over audio 
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NexGuard: searchable forensic audio 

watermaking[10] 

 
Fig. 2. 

V. CONCLUSION 

The X Internet delivers new power and 

sophistication in delivering services and 

capabilities to the users. The new technologies are 
connecting consumers with other consumers, 

business and household appliances.Though these 

technologies will bring advances in the 

convenience and connectivity in the science fiction 

devices.The X Internet  and PANs having 

capability  to track people both by system and 

devices .The X Internet,both the executable and 

extended internet ,basically alters the model of 

Internet scenario by making it into both online and 

offline, forming a new generation of information 

technology.X Internet tends to authorative and 

comprehensive examines the new paradigm from 

practical and strategic perspectives.It provides new 

roadmaps for building applications which shows X 

Internet capabilities.X Internet offers limitless 

possibilities for building rich, auto-generated, 

interactive systems that increase productivity and 

dramatically enhance the user experience. 
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